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SHE was a white dog with a wide face and eager eyes, and this
was the planet, Jaxa, in winter.

She trotted well ahead of the master, sometimes nose to ground,
sometimes sniffing the air, and she didn’t care if they were being
watched or not. She knew that strange things skulked behind iced
trees, but strangeness was her job. She had been trained for it,
and crisp, glittering Jaxa was, she felt, exactly what she had been
trained for, born for.
I love it, I love it . . . that was in her pointing ears, her waving
tail . . . I love this place.
It was a world of ice, a world with the sound of breaking goblets.
Each time the wind blew they came shattering down by the trayful,
and each time one branch brushed against another it was, Skoal,
Down the hatch, To the Queen . . . tink, tink, tink. And the sun
was reflected as if from a million cut-glass punch bowls under a
million crystal chandeliers.
She wore four little black boots, and each step she took sounded
like two or three more goblets gone, but the sound was lost in the
other tinkling, snapping, cracklings of the silver, frozen forest
about her.
She had figured out at last what that hovering scent was. It had
been there from the beginning, the landing two days ago, mingling
with Jaxa’s bitter air and seeming to be just a part of the smell of the
place, she found it in criss-crossing trails about the squatting ship,
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and hanging, heavy and recent, in hollows behind flat-branched,
piney-smelling bushes. She thought of honey and fat men and dry
fur when she smelled it.
There was something big out there, and more than one of them,
more than two. She wasn’t sure how many. She had a feeling this
was something to tell the master, but what was the signal, the
agreed upon noise for: We are being watched? There was a whisper of sound, short and quick, for: Sighted close, come and shoot.
And there was a noise for danger (all these through her throat mike
to the receiver at the master’s ear), a special, howly bark: Awful,
awful—there is something awful going to happen. There was even a
noise, a low rumble of sound for: Wonderful, wonderful fur—drop
everything and come after this one. (And she knew a good fur when
she saw one. She had been trained to know.) But there was no sign
for: We are being watched.
She’d whined and barked when she was sure about it, but that
had got her a pat on the head and a rumpling of the neck fur. “You’re
doing fine, Baby. This world is our oyster, all ours. All we got to do
is pick up the pearls. Jaxa’s what we’ve been waiting for.” And Jaxa
was, so she did her work and didn’t try to tell him anymore, for
what was one more strange thing in one more strange world?
She was on the trail of something now, and the master was
behind her, out of sight. He’d better hurry. He’d better hurry or
there’ll be waiting to do, watching the thing, whatever it is, steady
on until he comes, holding tight back, and that will be hard. Hurry,
hurry.
She could hear the whispered whistle of a tune through the receiver at her ear and she knew he was not hurrying but just being
happy. She ran on, eager, curious. She did not give the signal for
hurry, but she made a hurry sound of her own, and she heard him
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stop whistling and whisper back into the mike, “So, so, Queen of
Venus. The furs are waiting to be picked. No hurry, Baby.” But
morning was to her for hurry. There was time later to be tired and
slow.
That fat-man honeyish smell was about, closer and strong. Her
curiosity became two pronged—this smell or that? What is the big
thing that watches? She kept to the trail she was on, though. Better
to be sure, and this thing was not so elusive, not twisting and doubling back, but up ahead and going where it was going.
She topped a rise and half slid, on thick furred rump, down the
other side, splattering ice. She snuffled at the bottom to be sure of
the smell again, and then, nose to ground, trotted past a thick and
tangled hedgerow.
She was thinking through her nose, now. The world was all
smell, crisp air and sour ice and turpentine pine . . . and this animal, a urine and brown grass thing . . . and then, strong in front
of her, honey-furry-fat man.
She felt it looming before she raised her head to look, and there
it was, the smell in person, some taller than the master and twice as
wide. Counting his doubled suit and all, twice as wide.
This was a fur! Wonderful, wonderful. But she just stood, looking up, mouth open and lips pulled back, the fur on the back of her
neck rising more from the suddenness than from fear.
It was silver and black, a tiger-striped thing, and the whitish
parts glistened and caught the light as the ice of Jaxa did, and
sparkled and dazzled in the same way. And there, in the center of
the face, was a large and terrible orange eye, rimmed in black with
black radiating lines crossing the forehead and rounding the head.
That spot of orange dominated the whole figure, but it was a flat,
blind eye, unreal, grown out of fur. At first she saw only that spot
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of color, but then she noticed under it two small, red glinting eyes
and they were kind, not terrible.
This was the time for the call: Come, come and get the great fur,
the huge-price-tag fur for the richest lady on earth to wear and be
dazzling in and most of all to pay for. But there was something
about the flat, black nose and the tender, bow-shaped mouth and
those kind eyes that stopped her from calling. Something master-
like. She was full of wondering and indecision and she made no
sound at all.
The thing spoke to her then, and its voice was a deep lullaby
sound of buzzing cellos. It gestured with a thick, fur-backed hand.
It promised, offered, and asked; and she listened, knowing and not
knowing.
The words came slowly.
This . . . is . . . world.
Here is the sky, the earth, the ice. The heavy arms moved. The
hands pointed.
We have watched you, little slave. What have you done that is
free today? Take the liberty. Here is the earth for your four shoed
feet, the sky of stars, the ice to drink. Do something free today.
Do, do.
Nice voice, she thought, nice thing. It gives and gives . . . 
something.
Her ears pointed forward, then to the side, one and then the
other, and then forward again. She cocked her head, but the real
meaning would not come clear. She poked at the air with her nose.
Say that again, her whole body said. I almost have it. I feel it. Say
it once more and maybe then the sense of it will come.
But the creature turned and started away quickly, very quickly
for such a big thing, and disappeared behind the trees and bushes.
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It seemed to shimmer itself away until the glitter was only the glitter of the ice and the black was only the thick, flat branches.
The master was close. She could hear his crackling steps coming
up behind her.
She whined softly, more to herself than to him.
“Ho, the Queen, Aloora. Have you lost it?” She sniffed the ground
again. The honey-furry smell was strong. She sniffed beyond, zig-
zagging. The trail was there. “Go to it, Baby.” She loped off to a
sound like Chinese wind chimes, business-like again. Her tail hung
guilty, though, and she kept her head low. She had missed an important signal. She’d waited until it was too late. But was the thing
a man, a master? Or a fur? She wanted to do the right thing. She
always tried and tried for that, but now she was confused.
She was getting close to whatever it was she trailed, but the hovering smell was still there too, though not close. She thought of
gifts. She knew that much from the slow, lullaby words, and gifts
made her think of bones and meat, not the dry fishy biscuit she always got on trips like this. A trickle of drool flowed from the side of
her mouth and froze in a silver thread across her shoulder.
She slowed. The thing she trailed must be there, just behind
the next row of trees. She made a sound in her throat . . . ready,
steady . . . and she advanced until she was sure. She sensed the
shape. She didn’t really see it . . . mostly it was the smell and
something more in the tinkling glassware noises. She gave the signal and stood still, a furry, square imitation of a pointer. Come,
hurry. This waiting is the hardest part.
He followed, beamed to her radio. “Steady, Baby. Hold that
pose. Good girl, good girl.” There was only the slightest twitch of
her tail as she wagged it, answering him in her mind.
He came up behind her and then passed, crouched, holding the
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rifle before him, elbows bent. He knelt then, and waited as if at a
point of his own, rifle to shoulder. Slowly he turned with the moving shadow of the beast, and shot, twice in quick succession.
They ran forward then, together, and it was what she had
expected—a deer-like thing, dainty hoofs, proud head, and spotted
in three colors, large grey-green rounds on tawny yellow, with tufts
of that same glittering silver scattered over.
The master took out a sharp, flat bladed knife. He began to whistle out loud as he cut off the handsome head. His face was flushed.
She sat down nearby, mouth open in a kind of smile, and she
watched his face as he worked. The warm smell made the drool
come at the sides of her mouth and drip out to freeze on the ice and
on her paws, but she sat quietly, only watching.
Between the whistlings he grunted and swore and talked to himself, and finally he had the skin and the head in a tight, inside-out
bundle.
Then he came to her and patted her sides over the ribs with a
flat, slap sound, and he scratched behind her ears and held a biscuit to her on his thick-gloved palm. She swallowed it whole and
then watched him as he squatted on his heels and himself ate one
almost like it.
Then he got up and slung the bundle of skin and head across his
back. “I’ll take this one, Baby. Come on, let’s get one more something before lunch.” He waved her to the right. “We’ll make a big
circle,” he said.
She trotted out, glad she was not carrying anything. She found
a strong smell at a patch of discolored ice and urinated on it. She
sniffed and growled at a furry, mammal-smelling bird that landed
in the trees above her and sent down a shower of ice slivers on her
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head. She zig-zagged and then turned and bit, lips drawn back in
mock rage, at a branch that scraped her side.
She followed for a while the chattery sound of water streaming
along under the ice, and left it where an oily, lambish smell crossed.
Almost immediately she came upon them—
six small, greenish
balls of wool with floppy, woolly feet. The honey-fat man smell was
strong here too, but she signaled for the lambs, the Come and shoot
sound, and she stood again waiting for the master.
“Good girl!” His voice had special praise. “By God, this place is
a gold mine. Hold it, Queen of Venus. Whatever it is, don’t let go.”
There was a fifty-yard clear view here and she stood in plain
sight of the little creatures, but they didn’t notice. The master came
slowly and cautiously, and knelt beside her. Just as he did, there
appeared at the far end of the clearing a glittering, silver and black
tiger-striped man.
She heard the sharp inward breath of the master and she felt the
tenseness come to him. There was a new, faint whiff of sour sweat,
a stiff silence and a special way of breathing. What she felt from
him made the fur rise along her back with a mixture of excitement
and fear.
The tiger thing held a small packet in one hand and was peering
into it and pulling at the opening in it with a blunt finger. Suddenly
there was a sweep of motion beside her and five fast, frantic, shots
sounded sharp in her ear. Two came after the honey-fat man had
already fallen and lay like a huge, decorated sack.
The master ran forward and she came at his heels. They stopped,
not too close and she watched the master looking at the big, dead,
tiger head with the terrible eye. The master was breathing hard and
seemed hot. His face was red and puffy looking, but his lips made
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a hard whitish line. He didn’t whistle or talk. After a time he took
out his knife. He tested the blade, making a small, bloody thread of
a mark on his left thumb. Then he walked closer and she stood and
watched him and whispered a questioning whine.
He stooped by the honey-fat man and it was that small, partly
opened packet that he cut viciously through the center. Small
round chunks fell out, bite sized chunks of dried meat and a cheesy
substance and some broken bits of clear, bluish ice.
The master kicked at them. His face was not red anymore, but
olive-pale. His thin mouth was open in a grin that was not a grin.
He went about the skinning then.
He did not keep the flat-faced, heavy head nor the blunt fingered
hands.
The man had to make a sliding thing of two of the widest kind of
flat branches to carry the new heavy fur, as well as the head and the
skin of the deer. Then he started directly for the ship.
It was past eating time but she looked at his restless eyes and did
not ask about it. She walked before him, staying close. She looked
back often, watching him pull the sled thing by the string across his
shoulder and she knew, by the way he held the rifle before him in
both hands, that she should be wary.
Sometimes the damp-looking, inside-out bundle hooked on
things, and the master would curse in a whisper and pull at it. She
could see the bundle made him tired, and she wished he would stop
for a rest and food as they usually did long before this time.
They went slowly, and the smell of honey-fat man hovered as it
had from the beginning. They crossed the trails of many animals.
Even, they saw another deer run off, but she knew that it was not a
time for chasing.
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Then another big silver and black tiger stood exactly before
them. It appeared suddenly, as if actually it had been standing
there all the time, and they had not been near enough to see it, to
pick it out from its glistening background.
It just stood and looked and dared, and the master held his
gun with both hands and looked too, and she stood between them
glancing from one face to the other. She knew, after a moment, that
the master would not shoot, and it seemed the tiger thing knew
too, for it turned to look at her and it raised its arms and spread
its fingers as if grasping at the forest on each side. It swayed a bit,
like bigness off balance, and then it spoke in its tight-strung, cello
tones. The words and the tone seemed the same as before.
Little slave, what have you done that is free today? Remember
this is world. Do something free today. Do, do.
She knew that what it said was important to it, something she
should understand, a giving and a taking away. It watched her, and
she looked back with wide, innocent eyes, wanting to do the right
thing, but not knowing what.
The tiger-fat man turned then, this time slowly, and left a wide
back for the master and her to see, and then it half turned, throwing a quick glance over the heavy humped shoulder at the two of
them. Then it moved slowly away into the trees and ice, and the
master still held the gun with two hands and did not move.
The evening wind began to blow, and there sounded about them
that sound of a million chandeliers tinkling and clinking like gigantic wind chimes. A furry bird, the size of a shrew and as fast, flew by
between them with a miniature shriek.
She watched the master’s face, and when he was ready she went
along beside him. The soft sounds the honey-fat man had made
echoed in her mind but had no meaning.
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*
That night the master stretched the big skin on a frame and afterwards he watched the dazzle of it. He didn’t talk to her. She
watched him a while and then she turned around three times on
her rug and lay down to sleep.
The next morning the master was slow, reluctant to go out. He
studied charts of other places, round or hourglass-shaped maps
with yellow dots and labels, and he drank his coffee standing up
looking at them. But finally they did go out, squinting into the ringing air.
It was her world. More each day, she felt it was so, right feel,
right temperature, lovely smells. She darted on ahead as usual,
yet not too far today, and sometimes she stopped and waited and
looked at the master’s face as he came up. And sometimes she
would whine a question before she went on . . . Why don’t you
walk brisk, brisk, and call me Queen of Venus, Aloora, Galaxa, or
Bitch of Betelgeuse? Why don’t you sniff like I do? Sniff, and you
will be happy with this place . . . And she would run on again.
Trails were easy to find, and once more she found the oily lamb
smell, and once more came upon them quickly. The master strode
up beside her and raised his gun . . . but a moment later he
turned, carelessly, letting himself make a loud noise, and the lambs
ran. He made a face, and spit upon the ice. “Come on Queen. Let’s
get out of here. I’m sick of this place.”
He turned and made the signal to go back, pointing with his
thumb above his head in two jerks of motion.
But why, why? This is morning now and our world. She wagged
her tail and gave a short bark, and looked at him, dancing a little on
her back paws, begging with her whole body.
“Come on,” he said.
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She turned then, and took her place at his heel, head low, but
eyes looking up at him, wondering if she had done something
wrong, and wanting to be right and noticed and loved because he
was troubled and preoccupied.
They’d gone only a few minutes on the way back when he
stopped suddenly in the middle of a step, slowly put both feet flat
upon the ground and stood like a soldier at a stiff, off-balance attention. There, lying in the way before them, was the huge, orange-
eyed head and in front of it, as if at the end of outstretched arms,
lay two leathery hands, the hairless palms up.
She made a growl deep in her throat and the master made a
noise almost exactly like hers, but more a groan. She waited for
him, standing as he stood, not moving, feeling his tenseness coming in to her. Yet it was just a head and two hands of no value, old
ones they had had before and thrown away.
He turned and she saw a wild look in his eyes. He walked with
deliberate steps, and she followed, in a wide circle about the spot.
When they had skirted the place, he began to walk very fast.
They were not far from the ship. She could see its flat blackness as they drew nearer to the clearing where it was, the burned,
iceless pit of spewed and blackened earth. And then she saw that
the silver tiger men were there, nine of them in a wide circle, each
with the honey-damp fur smell, but each with a separate particular
sweetness.
The master was still walking very fast, eyes down to watch his
footing, and he did not see them until he was there in the circle
before them all, standing there like nine upright bears in tiger
suits.
He stopped and made a whisper of a groan, and he let the gun
fall low in one hand so that it hung loose with the muzzle almost
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touching the ground. He looked from one to the other and she
looked at him, watching his pale eyes move along the circle.
“Stay,” he said, and then he began to go toward the ship at an
awkward limp, running and walking at the same time, banging the
gun handle against the air lock as he entered.
He had said, Stay. She sat watching the ship door and moving
her front paws up and down because she wanted to be walking after
him. He was gone only a few minutes, though, and when he came
back it was without the gun and he was holding the great fur with
cut pieces of thongs dangling like ribbons along its edges where it
had been tied to the stretching frame. He went at that same run-
walk, unbalanced by the heavy bundle, to one of them along the
circle. Three gathered together before him and refused to take it
back. They pushed it, bunched loosely, back across his arms again
and to it they added another large and heavy package in a parchment bag, and the master stood, with his legs wide to hold it all.
Then one honey-fat man motioned with a fur-backed hand to
the ship and the bundles, and then to the ship and the master, and
then to the sky. He made two sharp sounds once, and then again.
And another made two different sounds, and she felt the feeling of
them . . . Take your things and go home. Take them, these and
these, and go.
They turned to her then and one spoke and made a wide gesture.
This is world. The sky, the earth, the ice.
They wanted her to stay. They gave her . . . was it their world?
But what good was a world?
She wagged her tail hesitantly, lowered her head and looked up
at them . . . I do want to do right, to please everybody, everybody,
but . . . Then she followed the master into the ship.
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The locks rumbled shut. “Let’s get out of here,” he said. She took
her place, flat on her side, take-off position. The master snapped
the flat plastic sheet over her, covering head and all and, in a few
minutes, they roared off.
Afterwards he opened the parchment bag. She knew what was in
it. She knew he knew too, but she knew by the smell. He opened it
and dumped out the head and the hands. His face was tight and his
mouth stiff.
She saw him almost put the big head out the waste chute, but
he didn’t. He took it in to the place where he kept good heads and
some odd paws or hoofs, and he put it by the others there.
Even she knew this head was different. The others were all slant-
browed like she was and most had jutting snouts. This one seemed
bigger than the big ones, with its heavy, ruffed fur and huge eye
staring, and more grand than any of them, more terrible . . . and
yet a flat face, with a delicate, black nose and tender lips.
The tenderest lips of all.
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